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AND. Motion: hold up hands, then 
move them together, interlocking 
fingers.

Language: “AND. It is blue AND 
green.”

ANIMAL. Motion: make “ears” on 
your head with two index fingers.

Language: “ANIMAL. The ANIMAL 
has a long tail and two pointy ears.”

ANOTHER. Motion: pick up another 
one.

Language: “ANOTHER. I want 
ANOTHER one.”

ANY. Motion: hold up both hands.
Language: “ANY. I don’t have ANY.”

AN. Motion: hold out left hand, palm 
up.

Language: “AN. There is AN octopus 
on AN island in AN ocean.”
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CERTAINLY. Motion: nod head 
decisively.

Language: “CERTAINLY. When 
I asked if I could play, she said, 
‘CERTAINLY!’”

CARRY. Motion: stoop over to mimic 
a giant.

Language: “CARRY. The giant will 
CARRY them on his back.”

CAME. Motion: reach out as though 
to shake someone’s hand.

Language: “CAME. I am so glad you 
CAME.”

CAN. Motion: flex biceps.
Language: “CAN. I CAN lift this.”

CAREFUL. Motion: walk carefully, 
pretending to carry full glasses.

Language: “CAREFUL. They were 
CAREFUL with the full glasses.”
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EAT. Motion: mimic taking a bite out 
of an apple.

Language: “EAT. I will EAT this 
apple.”

EIGHT. Motion: extend four fingers 
on each hand, as though a spider’s legs.

 Language: “EIGHT. That spider has 
EIGHT legs.”

ENOUGH. Motion: push out tummy 
and pat with both hands.

Language: “ENOUGH. I’ve had more 
than ENOUGH to eat!”

EVEN. Motion: make a careful, flat 
line with hand open, palm down.

Language: “EVEN. These letters are 
very EVEN.”

EARS. Motion: touch both ears with 
your index fingers.

Language: “EARS. She is wearing 
blue earrings in her EARS.”
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IN. Motion: cup one palm and point 
inside it with other index finger.

Language: “IN. It’s IN there.”

INDEED. Motion: nod head and 
shake hands with a pretend person.

Language: “INDEED. Yes, INDEED, I 
will help you!”

INSECT. Motion: make antennae 
with your pointer fingers.

Language: “INSECT. I see an 
INSECT on that leaf!”

INSTANT. Motion: snap fingers to 
show how fast instant is.

Language: “INSTANT. Dinner will be 
cooked in an INSTANT!”

IMAGINE. Motion: put finger on 
cheek, look up, and pretend to be 
imagining.

Language: “IMAGINE. They like to 
IMAGINE where they could go!”
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THAN. Motion: pretend to point to 
one thing, then another.

Language: “THAN. I’d rather have 
this THAN that.”

THANK. Motion: clasp your hands in 
front of you, and take a tiny polite bow.
Language: “THANK. Dad thought Marcia 
should THANK her guests.”

THAT. Motion: emphatically point 
away from self.

Language: “THAT. He went THAT 
way.”

THE. Motion: point to each THE one 
at a time.

Language: “THE. THE cow, THE cat, 
THE boy, THE star...”

TEN. Motion: extend fingers as 
shown in the illustration.

Language: “TEN. We have TEN 
fingers on our hands.”
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WASH. Motion: pretend to scrub 
clothes on a washboard.

Language: “WASH. Great 
Grandmother would WASH clothes on a 
washboard.”

WATER. Motion: make a W with your 
hands, thumb tips touching and fingers 
close together.

Language: “WATER. In the desert, it 
is really good to find WATER.”

WE. Motion: point rapidly from child 
to self.

Language: “WE. WE are together.”

WELL. Motion: sniff and pretend to 
blow nose.

Language: “WELL. I think I am 
almost WELL.”

WAS. Motion: make a butterfly with 
palms out and thumbs hooked.

Language: “WAS. The butterfly 
WAS a caterpillar.”


